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Do you want to receive stories like this every day? Subscribe to the free deal alert newsletter. USA Today reports that the union representing air traffic controllers will push for controlled naps, despite transportation department's insistence Ray LaHood that his agency will not pay controllers to sleep at work. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is currently investigating multiple incidents of controllers
sleeping at work, as well as one case of a controller watching a DVD while working. Several auditors have been fired, and LaHood recently went on morning television to assure the public that he and his agency are over things. We believe these controllers are well trained. We think they're rested, LaHood said on CBS' Early Show. But we'll do more. We're going to do what we have to do. We will not
continue the kind of activity where seven controllers have fallen asleep. But according to Alan Levin of USA Today, the auditors' union believes more needs to be done to reduce fatigue. Levin writes that National Air Traffic Controllers Association President Paul Rinaldi will continue to push for the introduction of 12 recommendations to reduce fatigue that came with sharing with the FAA. They include
controlled naps, better training on how to reduce fatigue and medical tests to ensure that controllers do not suffer from sleep disorders. From the consumer's point of view, none of this seems good-sleep air traffic controllers; really?—but it's hard for anyone outside the tower to know what the appropriate behavior is in it. Being an air traffic controller, like handling a plane, is a stressful zero-sum game.
Controller fatigue is something worthwhile and likely to be addressed, either through controlled sleep, as Rinaldi suggests, or perhaps an adjustment to duty periods similar to what the DOT proposed for pilots last year. A tired controller is a dangerous controller. Readers, do you think controllers should have structured rest periods during their shifts, especially overnight? We manually select everything we
recommend and select objects through tests and reviews. Some products are sent to us free of charge without incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our impartial views and do not accept compensation for product review. All items are in inventory and the prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we may win a commission. Airfare $ Airfare $ Airfare $
Flights $ Great Value $1143 + Windstar Cruises cruise $2199 + ASAP Airfare Tickets $745 + During peak air travel times in the United States, there are about 5,000 planes in the sky every hour. This translates to about 50,000 aircraft operating in our skies every day. How do these aircraft prevent them from colliding with each other? How does air traffic move to and from an airport or across the country?
The task work ensuring the safe operation of commercial and private aircraft to air traffic controllers. They must coordinate the movements of thousands of aircraft, keep them at safe distances from each other, direct them during take-off and landing from airports, direct them around bad weather and ensure that traffic flows smoothly with minimal delays. When you think about air traffic control, the image of
men and women in the tower of an airport probably comes to mind. However, the air traffic control system is much more complex than that. In this article, we will look at air traffic control in the United States. We will follow a flight from departure to arrival, looking at the various controllers involved, what everyone is doing, the equipment they use and how they are trained. Airspace and air traffic control United
States airspace is divided into 21 zones (centres) and each zone is divided into sectors. Also within each zone there are sections of airspace, about 50 miles (80.5 km) in diameter, called THE TRAMON (Terminal Radar Approach CONtrol) airspaces. In each tracon airspace there are several airports, each of which has its own airspace with a radius of 5 miles (8 km). The air traffic control system, which is
run by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), is designed around these airspace blocks. The air traffic control system departments are: Air Traffic Control System Command Center (ATCSCC) - The ATCSCC oversees all air traffic control. It also manages air traffic control within centres where there are problems (bad weather, traffic overloads, non-operating runways). Air Traffic Control Centers
(ARTCC) - There is an ARTCC for each center. Each ARTCC manages traffic in all areas of its centre, except TRACON airspace and local airport airspace. Terminal Radar Approach Control - TRACON handles aircraft departing and approaching its site. Air Traffic Control Tower (ACT) - An ACT is located at every airport that has regular regular flights. The towers handle all take-off, landing and ground
traffic. Flight Service Station (FSS) - The FSS provides information (weather, route, terrain, flight plan) for private pilots flying to and from small airports and rural areas. It assists pilots in emergencies and coordinates search and rescue operations for missing or delayed aircraft. Moving aircraft through different airspace sections is like players moving through a zone that a basketball or football team could
use. As an aircraft passes through a particular airspace area, it is monitored by one or more air traffic controllers responsible for that section. Controllers monitor this level and give instructions to the pilot. As the aeroplane exits that airspace section and enters another, the air traffic controller shall forward it to the controllers responsible for the new airspace section. Some pilots of small aircraft fly only with
vision (visual flight rules or VFR). These pilots don't submit flight plans and, in addition to the FSS and local towers, are not serviced by the main air traffic control system. Pilots of large commercial flights use instruments to fly (organ flight rules, or IFR) so they can fly in all kinds of weather conditions. They must submit flight plans and are served by the main air traffic control system until the next, we will
check with a commercial airline flight before taking off. Photo (c) Izabella Habur - Getty Images With no end in sight to the government shutdown, it's all hands on deck. Congressional leaders are pushing for relief, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has its hands tied in an effort to deal with routine inspections, and other agencies - such as the IRS - are doing their best just to keep up with consumer
commitments. One consumer segment that is heavily affected is the travel industry. Airports, national parks, and others get a $100 million hit per day and the traveler feels the burden. While the flying public depends on pilots and air traffic controllers to get them up and down safely, consumers are powerless to do much about the impact of shutting down travel. But the National Association of Air Traffic
Controllers (NATCA), for one, had apparently filled its. The union filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court on behalf of its members, who have not been paid for their work since federal civil aviation authority (FAA) credits were stolen in late December. Every hour of every day, the skies of the United States are overseen by hard-working employees of the United States Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), the union wrote in its complaint. Every day, FAA air traffic controllers are responsible for ensuring the safe routing of tens of thousands of flights, often working lengthy, gruelling overtime shifts to do so. In fact, the plaintiffs' work is so demanding and requires such rare skills that the FAA struggles to maintain a full complement of certified air traffic controllers, even under normal circumstances. Think
of the seat belt sign that officially activatedA trying to make a point, the association tells the story of Amanda Fuchs of Orlando, Florida - a single mom employed as an air traffic controller and one of the plaintiffs in the case. In Fux's particular situation, he has two things to worry about. One is not able to afford much needed physical therapy in light of upcoming pelvic surgery. Another is unable to attend
Grandma's funeral that came in the middle of the finish. Others have not been able to afford critical medical care for immediate family members, while yet another plaintiff will not be able to provide payments due to a former spouse that could result in a violation of a court order and subsequent loss of his required security clearance. Several of the individual plaintiffs will not be able to make loan repayments
on thrift savings plans, which can lead to penalties, wrote the The plight of air traffic controllers doesn't seem lost on anyone - not even hollywood actors. One such star -- Zach Braf -- drew attention to the situation on Twitter. The job of an air traffic controller is extremely stressful. A mistake can be catastrophic. They shouldn't have sleepless nights on how to pay their bills. They shouldn't be worried. We
treat kings and queens like pawns, Braf wrote on Twitter. Natca estimates that about 3,000 of the FAA employees are on leave and not being paid. It has been reported that air traffic controllers will continue to work, but support staff, maintenance staff, and technicians have all been sent home without pay. Pay.
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